**STICK-EM**

**GLUE TRAPS for SNAKES**

Also may catch Mice, Rats, Spiders and other Insects. Use indoors or in areas that are protected from the weather.

*Ready to use, Non-Poisonous, Disposable Traps*

Nixalite offers the low cost Stick-Em Glue Traps for low cost, indoor snake capture and relocation. Stick-Em Glue Traps for Snakes will trap and hold snakes of all sizes and species.

Each trap is completely covered with the ultra-sticky glue that can securely hold snakes, rats, mice, spiders, scorpions and other nuisance insects.

There are no guarantees when it comes to trapping. The best chance of success is to hire a wildlife control professional. Otherwise these economical glue traps can be very useful in the effective and safe removal of snakes and other pests.

To capture snakes, separate the two traps and place on the floor or on a flat surface in the area where snakes have been observed. To trap and hold large snakes, fasten two or more Stick-Em Traps together using tape, wire or similar fastener. For best results place the traps close to or along a wall or vertical surface. Snakes often travel along the edges of a space or along corners where two surfaces meet.

If placing the Stick-Em Traps in a dusty or dirty environment, cut entry holes in an appropriately sized box and place it over the trap to help protect it from lint, dust and other airborne debris. If allowed to accumulate, dust and other airborne debris can coat the glue, making the trap less effective.

You can place Stick-Em Traps on top of beams, pipes, vents, and other suspended structures by securing them with string, wire or cable ties.

To release a captured snake, use common vegetable oil or baby oil to dissolve the glue and release the snake unharmed.

**IMPORTANT NOTE:** approach trapped snakes with CAUTION. All snakes can bite and some snakes are poisonous. Do not directly handle live trapped snakes.

If you have any questions about the use of the economy snake traps, contact Nixalite for more information.

This page is not meant to replace the installation guidelines provided with the Economy Snake Traps. Always review and understand all supplied information.